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From:  Provost and Academic Dean 
To:    Faculty 
 
Subj:  NOMINATIONS FOR HAMMING FACULTY AWARD FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY 
       ACHIEVEMENT 
 
Ref:  (a) NAVPGSCOLINST 1650.1G 
 
Encl: (1) Enclosure (44) of NAVPGSCOLINST 1650.1G 
 
1. Per reference (a), this memorandum solicits nominations for the 
Richard W. Hamming Annual Faculty Award for Achievement in 
Interdisciplinary Activities. 
 
2. Enclosure (1) provides the background for the award.  In addition to 
the nomination procedures in enclosure (1), please include a brief 
resume (maximum of two pages).   
 
3. Selection Committee:  the Hamming Award committee for this year is: 
 
Bradley Strawser, Associate Professor, GSOIS, Chair 
Aruna Apte, Professor, GSBPP,  
David Alderson, Professor, GSOIS  
Jessica Piombo, Associate Professor, SIGS  
Oleg Yakimenko, Distinguished Professor, GSEAS 
 
4. Submission Procedure:  please provide the nomination material and   
resume in electronic format to Sharee Kelso-Costa prior to close of 
business on Friday, 7 February 2020.  Additional information may be 
requested of the finalists.  If there are any questions, please 





Steven R. Lerman 

